WELCOME
Anthony Leighs
MANAGING DIRECTOR
right for our company, for the right
clients who share our objectives and
high standards of quality.

It has been an incredibly fast-paced
and challenging year for the construction industry, as the demand
for buildings and social infrastructure across a wide range of sectors
increases, and as a result pressure on resources grows. This has
a wide-reaching effect, not only for
construction companies, but also
for our clients, consultants, suppliers
and subcontractors.
I would like to thank our clients for
providing us with the opportunity
to deliver the fantastic projects
displayed in this annual review.
Leighs Construction delivers projects for high calibre, blue chip
corporates, institutions, investors and
government agencies – a result of our
intent to further develop quality relationships, teams and projects, rather
than grow in all directions.
As a company, we are immensely
proud of the way in which we
continue to develop long term relationships, and enjoy repeat business
that is testament to the calibre of our
teams and the quality of our work.
We are committed to making sure we
are delivering the projects that are
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Now in our third year of operations
in Auckland, we have established excellent, high calibre teams and strong
leadership to deliver the next phase
of projects. Work is progressing well
at Mt Eden Corrections Facility, where
our team is constructing within the
prison walls, and site establishment
has commenced at Fisher & Paykel
Healthcare. Plans for major development at Auckland Airport, along
with a strong forecast of work for
government departments, including education and health, will be key
targets for our Auckland operations.
Despite much apprehension over
when the Christchurch rebuild
would slow down, I’m pleased Leighs
Construction has maintained our
strong Canterbury presence, and that
we are still securing fantastic projects
in this region. It’s great to be delivering three projects for the Ministry of
Education in Christchurch, with further developments in the pipeline.
Our work for the Ministry of Health
also continues at Christchurch
Outpatients, and with health projects
a key focus, we look forward to
further work in this sector.
In Dunedin, we have recently completed the University of Otago
Science Precinct redevelopment,
and have another team on site constructing what will be one of the
most sophisticated dental education

facilities in Australasia. Having set up
a permanent office in Dunedin, we
are excited about the future opportunities here over the coming years, as
well as the growth in tourism across
the greater Otago region.
There has been much coverage in
the media on the need to encourage
more young New Zealanders into the
construction industry. We support
this drive and have placed increased
focus on our apprenticeship, cadet
and intern programmes. I’m excited
about the progress being made by
our existing young staff, and the
opportunities being presented to
those coming on board.
From our board of directors to our
site teams and office staff, at Leighs
Construction health and safety is the
responsibility of all. We have grown
our health and safety team, to ensure
more resource is focused on our key
company objective of ensuring
everyone gets home safely, every
day. In 2017, we are pleased that
all our people got home safely
every day, and that we only had
seven lost time incidents during the
year. We are also pleased to have
been re-audited and maintain our
AS/NZS:4801 accreditation.
Enjoy our 2017 Annual Review, and
thank you to all our staff, clients,
consultants, suppliers and subcontractors, who through strong relationships, outstanding determination,
innovation and hard work, continue
to deliver exceptional projects.

FROM THE BOARD

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
Peter Young
BOARD CHAIRMAN
we have the best staff and subcontractors to deliver the best possible
project outcomes.

It is a privilege and honour for me to
chair Leighs Construction. I have seen
the company grow and prosper from
humble beginnings into a significant
national constructor. 2017 has been
another year of measured growth and
progress for the company.
Leighs Construction yellow cranes
and hoardings may pepper the
skyline, but it is the quality of our
people that will drive our success.
Leighs Construction strives to ensure

A competitive advantage of the company is the narrow management
structure we have in place. This
ensures that as managing director,
Anthony is very much hands on,
working both in and on the business,
and being available to our clients
first hand.
Leighs Construction has a diversity
of relevant governance talent covering construction, development,
business and finance, setting sound
strategic goals for the future. We
are well positioned to deliver select
projects, and generate excellent
outcomes for our clients, staff and
shareholders. The future is looking
very bright.

LOOKING BACK ON 2017

Strong leadership of our teams, and a combined
goal of ensuring Leighs Construction continues
to deliver high quality projects, safely and on
time, is the key focus of our executive team.
Passionate about our people, the executives
have had a busy year working to develop teams
and individuals across the country, and ensuring
we remain innovative and leaders in our field.

David Jarman
CHIEF FINANCIAL
OFFICER

The finance team has continued to
work closely with the project teams
to ensure good financial disciplines,
accurate costing to projects, and
timely reporting to management and
the Board. This is important with the
recent growth in construction market
activity. Throughout the year, Leighs
Construction continued our track
record of paying all subcontractors
and suppliers within terms.
We remain focused on maintaining
a strong balance sheet to underpin
the bonding and other financial facilities needed for the business. Leighs
Construction also implemented
processes to ensure we meet
obligations to hold subcontractor
retentions on trust, and this has
been assisted by the company’s
strong liquidity position.
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Leighs Construction has made some
significant developments in IT systems over the last year. We recently
commenced migration to cloudbased file storage, which will enable
more flexible access to information,
along with a higher level of security over data. We are extending our
use of Aconex to facilitate communications on a wider range of large
and complex projects, and taking on
more Aconex functionality for project
management and quality assurance.
Following implementation in 2016,
we now have wide use of videoconferencing, which has been
particularly effective for project
meetings and for cross-regional
teams for the likes of bid preparation
and health and safety meetings.
The Leighs Construction app, available to our team on smartphones
and iPads, has been expanded, and
now provides up-to-date project
information, contact lists, site attendance and safety hazards, as well
as purchase orders. These types of
tools enable our teams to perform
their work more efficiently.

WW

Dave Hunter
GENERAL MANAGER CONSTRUCTION
INTERIM REGIONAL MANAGER - AUCKLAND

Having spent almost a year in the
national General Manager Construction role, I am well positioned
to move ahead with a clear focus of
delivering successful projects for key
clients. People are the key to project
delivery, and much of the year has
been spent ensuring the business is
structured in a manner that supports
the forward workload.
The pressure on resources from
the industry has never been greater, with Auckland experiencing the
most change. A significant number of
new recruits have been added to the

team to support growth. Auckland
management has also been bolstered, with the addition of a
preconstruction manager and an
engineering manager. These new
staff will allow more focus on upcoming opportunities, and enable a
dedicated approach in the lead up
to commencing construction. The
South Island region has been stable,
with limited recruiting to maintain
staffing requirements.
The 2017 year has been one of significant change for the business
in Auckland, with a move in focus on the types of project we are
now delivering. A key highlight
has been the Smales Farm, The
B:HIVE project, in Takapuna, where
challenging internal and external
architectural finishes have been
successfully delivered. Both the
Mount Eden Corrections Facility and
the Fisher and Paykel Healthcare

projects have commenced. These
will form the backbone of our Auckland work for the next two years.
Systems that support consistent delivery across all projects are critical
for success. This starts with project
reporting and flows through to the
many management plans required
to deliver our projects. Increased
complexity in delivery requirements
has seen the business implementing Aconex for document control
on some projects. The Aconex Field
option is being taken up to make use
of more portable electronic options
for quality control on some Aconex
enabled sites.
Leighs Construction’s future success will rely on continuing to
develop healthy relationships with
our clients, through good open
communication and working collaboratively to deliver all projects.
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Mark Campbell
GENERAL MANAGER PEOPLE,
SAFETY & COMMUNICATIONS

I joined Leighs Construction in April
2017, and was immediately struck
by the commitment of the people,
and their pride and passion for
the company. Leighs Construction’s
success comes from highly competent teams of experienced people in
Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin.
We have seen a significant increase in new people joining the
business, especially in Auckland.
6
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The success of the growth has
in part been due to the support
and capability of our experienced
Christchurch team, who have worked
across our national business.

We continue to develop a culture
that balances the delivery of great
projects, in a safe way, where people
love what they are doing, in a positive
team environment.

People and safety go hand in hand,
and our health and safety team
has also increased, with a renewed
focus on increased training and safety awareness, to ensure we realise
our Work Safe, Home Safe goal.

We are integrating our internal
communication with the development of our external reputation for
being a company committed to
participating in the communities
where our people live and work,
as we join key partners to sponsor
specific arts and charitable causes.

The growth of the business now provides the scale and potential to grow
and develop our people. This is a
key area of focus, as we become
a respected learning organisation.
We are providing more internships,
apprenticeships, and a more comprehensive future leaders programme.

The future is exciting for Leighs
Construction’s people, as growth
brings new opportunities, including
enhanced learning and development
programmes and diversified work
experiences.

Mike Knowles
REGIONAL MANAGER SOUTH ISLAND
While maintaining a strong presence
in the health sector, we see further
growth into the education and tourism sectors over the coming years.

It was always going to be an interesting year. Coming off the back
of 2016, having completed the
largest projects the company has
ever delivered, was going to be a
challenge. It is very pleasing that
we have successfully adapted to the
change in the Canterbury market,
and throughout 2017 have continued
to profitably construct and deliver
exceptional buildings for our clients.
Our expansion into Dunedin continues
to develop and strengthen. We have
recently set up a permanent office
in Stuart Street, and the successful
completions of the University of Otago
Science Precinct Redevelopment and
Speight’s Brewery Holy Grail projects
open up further opportunities in the
lower South Island.
Across the South Island region, our
teams continue to impress with their
dedication and commitment to hand
over projects on time and to a high
standard. Our work is across sectors,
including health, education, commercial offices, retail, tourism and
primary industry.

The new business team has had
a wonderful year securing a large
volume of work. Key projects include,
Hornby High & Primary School,
University Of Canterbury Students
Association, Cashmere High School
Redevelopment, Ao Tawhiti Unlimited Discovery School, Northlands
Shopping Mall Upgrade, 222 High
Street Development, Airways Air
Traffic Control Facility, CIAL Gate 15,
Sockburn Fire Station, and Dunedin
Hospital Linac 3 Replacement project. The pleasing aspect of these
new projects is the combination of
both repeat and new clients.
Health and safety is a key part of
our day-to-day operations, with
our Work Safe, Home Safe mantra
being obligatory in everything we
do. During 2017, a key focus has been
on accurate reporting and development of data, identifying trends and
developing our learnings.
After a well-earned Christmas break,
and one of the best summers we
have had for a long time, the team
are refreshed and excited about
the 2018/19 year ahead, with early
indications being very positive across
the greater region.
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AUCKLAND LEADERSHIP TEAM

The growth of Leighs Construction in Auckland
during 2017 includes the appointment of specialist
construction experts, working alongside highly
experienced project managers. The Auckland
leadership team now offers a diverse range of
local and international experience in a broad
range of construction disciplines.

Dave Hunter

GENERAL MANAGER
CONSTRUCTION

Matt Hindle

AUCKLAND OPERATIONS
MANAGER

Blair Lindsay
ENGINEERING
MANAGER
14
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Bringing more than three decades’
experience to his role, Dave comes
from a background in construction
engineering, and is an expert at implementing solutions to challenging projects. He is a leader in his field at analysing construction programmes and
methodologies to ensure best for project outcomes, and is a strong leader
and mentor.

David is passionate about working
collaboratively with both the client
and greater project team, Dave has
been key to the successful delivery
of some of New Zealand’s largest and
most complicated projects, including
Auckland’s Sky Tower. Passionate about
the future of construction, Dave is driving Leighs Construction’s growing use
of Building Information Modelling (BIM).

Matt brings to his role national and
international experience as a focused,
dedicated and highly motivational
operations manager. His skills learnt as
both a senior site engineer and project
manager on numerous projects varying in value from NZ$24 million US$350 million have enabled him to
build a strong customer service focus
and excellent communication skills.

As project director Matt has a proven
track record delivering projects across
a range of industries and, more
recently, his leadership skills in operations utilise his commercial acumen,
teamed with strong project management capability that drives teams to
exceed client expectations.

Blair has a thorough understanding
of both the design and construction
aspects of large scale projects, gained
through his experience as both a
consulting structural engineer and
construction engineer. He has developed a reputation for finding clever
solutions to complex structural design
and construction challenges.

Throughout his career, Blair has
gained extensive experience on large
scale commercial and infrastructure
development projects for key clients
including Auckland Airport, Auckland
Council, Precinct Properties and
SKYCITY.

David Bagworth
PRECONSTRUCTION
MANAGER

Derek Gibbs

BUILDING SERVICES
MANAGER

Dean Velenski

David is an accomplished team leader
and an excellent manager of people,
bringing both motivation and extensive construction knowledge to this
project. He is strategic in his thinking,
and at applying solutions to complex
challenges. From the conceptual stage
of a project, David plays an integral role
in planning and coordination between
multiple design consultants, council
and the client.

David Joins Leighs Construction from
Australia, where he has played a
critical role in large scale projects including New Perth Stadium, City Bus
Port Alliance (an underground bus
station), and Fiona Stanley Hospital.
Time spent in the UK saw him involved
in construction of the London Olympic
Athletes Village and the British Natural
History Museum Darwin Centre.

Derek is a highly reliable and dedicated member of the leadership team,
who has more than two decades’
working for large national and international construction companies. He
is well known for being thorough and
systematic, applying his strengths in
organising, planning and logistics to
meet project deadlines with focus
and accuracy.

Derek leads the Auckland team in its
approach to building services, and
has a strong knowledge of HVAC, electrical, fire and hydraulic services, along
with MEP design, design management,
installation, construction, testing and
commissioning and facilities management project delivery.

Dean has a wide spectrum of experience in quantity surveying and project
financial management in both New
Zealand and the United Kingdom.
He has proven experience managing
the financial aspects of complex
commercial projects, and is expert at
managing contractor-initiated change
to drive value for money for clients.

Dean’s expertise in procurement ensures projects run smoothly, and
underpins a reputation for working
innovatively to achieve outstanding
outcomes. He is a motivating leader,
who enjoys sharing his learnings and
skillset with Leighs Construction’s
quantity surveying team. Dean is an
important mentor to our quantity surveying cadets.

Frank is passionate about finding
proactive, innovative ways to engage
and influence cultural attitude change
in safety across the whole organisation.
He believes that sustainable success
can only be achieved through working
with, and including people. They make
the difference, and caring for people
is a key foundation in a health and
safety culture.

Frank is responsible for all aspects of
safety performance and compliance
with the Leighs Construction Health &
Safety Management, which is certified
to AS/NZS: 4801.

QUANTITY SURVEYOR
MANAGER

Frank O’Mara

NATIONAL HEALTH
& SAFETY MANAGER
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COMMITTED TO HEALTH & SAFETY

The health, safety and wellbeing of everyone is
a key focus for every Leighs Construction project
team. Working together, we are committed to
ensuring everyone gets home safely, every day.

RONNELLON SACDALAN (LEFT) & SARAH MAGHZAL
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WORK SAFE HOME SAFE
The benefits of staying safe on site extends far beyond
the working day – it’s about making sure everyone –
staff, subcontractors, clients and the public, can all
return home to their families and friends, safe and
well, every day.

LEIGHS CONSTRUCTION
HEALTH & SAFETY COMMITTEE
Some of our best and most effective health, safety
and wellbeing initiatives have been born out of our
health and safety committee. Made up of representatives from across all work groups, the committee
ensures everyone has a voice when it comes to their
health and safety

AS/NZS 4801 ACCREDITATION
Having first achieved AS/NZS 4801 accreditation in
May 2015, in November 2017 we were audited and
once again maintained this certification. Our Health
& Safety Management Systems are regarded as some
of the best in the industry, and we take great pride in
remaining a leader in this field.

ACC WORKPLACE SAFETY
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Further reinforcing our commitment to ensuring
our policies and procedures are followed through at
every level, Leighs Construction has ACC WSMP
Tertiary Level accreditation.

SITESAFE / SITEWISE
We’re proud to hold SiteWise Green Status, meeting
the requirements to achieve this top level with a
score of 100%.

Registered

Health &
Safety
AS/NZS
4801
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SMALES FARM, THE B:HIVE
Regarded as New Zealand’s most future focused building,
Smales Farm, The B:HIVE on the North Shore provides
11,000m2 of flexible working spaces, and incorporates
the lastest thinking around workplace and urban design.
Each of the five levels is divided into two areas: Dedicated
and Shared, with Shared providing spaces for breakout,
collaboration, meetings, kitchen, and social spaces.
Designed to focus on people’s wellbeing, a vertical atrium
allows natural light into all floors, with the spiral, vibrant
orange staircase that winds its way up through the atrium
making a dramatic statement.
24
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SMALES FARM, THE B:HIVE | AUCKLAND
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STARSHIP HOSPITAL WARDS REFURBISHMENT | AUCKLAND

STARSHIP HOSPITAL
WARDS REFURBISHMENT
This project for the Auckland District Health Board
involved refurbishment of the level 5 children’s ward,
level 3 outpatients, and the level 1 cathlab upgrade.
Working within a 24/7 operational facility, with live
wards above and below the main works, involved
high levels of communications, and a key focus on
the health and safety of all those involved. Critical
services to the entire hospital had to be carefully
maintained throughout the project.
From completion of works, it was only three days
before the first children were occupying beds in
the refurbished wards.
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ANZ CENTRE
In March 2017, the final stages of the ANZ Centre were
handed over. The key central city development was progressively tenanted and opened from early December
the previous year, in time for the Christmas trade.
This stunning complex in Christchurch’s CBD is home to
the ANZ bank, Beca engineering, and a range of iconic
New Zealand retail brands. Leighs Construction’s
teams also completed a number of fitouts for incoming
tenants, which were carried out whilst the base build
was completed and involved high levels of planning
and programming.
32
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ANZ CENTRE | CHRISTCHURCH
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BNZ CENTRE | CHRISTCHURCH

BNZ CENTRE
Having commenced the base build of Stage
1 of this two-stage project in early 2014, in
mid 2017, Leighs Construction completed
a fit-out for the Canterbury Development
Corporation (now ChristchurchNZ) on the
third floor of Stage 2.
Located opposite the ANZ Centre and
covering half a city block, the BNZ Centre
is home to the BNZ, and approximately
400 staff from the Department of
Statistics, New Zealand Transport Agency,
Department of Internal Affairs and ACC,
among other tenants.
With the ground tenancies offering a variety
of food and beverage and other retailers,
the central courtyard space is a welcoming
oasis for those working in and visiting the
central city.
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COLOMBO STREET
KIWIBANK & RETAIL
Located on the busy Colombo Street/Lichfield
Street corner, award of this project was negotiated
with an existing client. Early contractor involvement
provided cost certainty at an early stage, enabling
staged consenting and an early start on site.
The three-storey building is home to Kiwibank’s
offices and retail branch, for whom Leighs
Construction delivered the fitouts, along with
various retailers and office tenants.
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COLOMBO STREET KIWIBANK & RETAIL | CHRISTCHURCH
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GLOUCESTER APARTMENTS | CHRISTCHURCH

GLOUCESTER APARTMENTS
Leighs Construction took possession of the
Gloucester Apartments building in September
2016, and began decanting of the exterior and
roof, along with aspects of the interior. Recladding of the exterior has resulted in a more
modern façade and lighter loading.
A temporary roof was erected to keep the
structure weathertight, before the new roof was
constructed. New balustrades and balconies have
also been incorporated into the refurbishment.
Refurbishment of 29 apartments over 10 levels
was completed in March 2018, with much of the
existing joinery having been integrated into
the new interior design.
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PRESTONS ROAD NEW WORLD & RETAIL
Located on a high-profile site on the corner of Prestons
and Marshland Roads, this project included a New World
supermarket, retail spaces and a hospitality venue, along with
extensive site works, carpark area and landscaping.
The supermarket was handed over to the client in early
February 2018, whilst construction of the retail spaces
continued in the operational environment.
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PRESTONS ROAD NEW WORLD & RETAIL | CHRISTCHURCH

FORTE 2 | CHRISTCHURCH

Post-earthquakes, the New Zealand Fire Service
began rebuilding fire stations around Christchurch.
Spreydon Fire Station has two appliance bays,
decontamination wash and storage areas, transitional showers and PPE storage spaces, five single
bedrooms, ablutions, gym, kitchen and lounge,
operations room, quiet room and meeting room.
At the rear, the secure yard provides off-street staff
car parking and appliance wash facilities, with appropriate interceptor traps for the treatment of run off.

FORTE 2
The basebuild works for stage two
of Forte Health, on the corner of
Kilmore and Peterborough Streets,
was handed over to the client in
August 2017.
The 2,400m2 project is a medical
facility, with associated office space.
The project covers three levels, with
fit-outs for common areas, and
extensive civil works for handover to
future tenancy developments.
The architectural glazed façade is in
keeping with the first stage of development, which is adjacent to the site.
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SPREYDON FIRE STATION | CHRISTCHURCH

SPREYDON FIRE STATION

CHINESE ABUNDANT LIFE CHURCH | CHRISTCHURCH

CHINESE ABUNDANT
LIFE CHURCH
Located in the newly developed suburb of
Wigram Skies, the Chinese Abundant Life
Church comprises a large auditorium, hall,
meeting spaces, library, kitchen, parent
room, and other community spaces.
As well as being a place of worship, the
building will also be used for training
purposes and will act as a community hub.
The new worship centre has been built to
extend the church’s care and services to the
growing needs of the community.

INTERNATIONAL RENTAL CAR PRECINCT | CHRISTCHURCH

INTERNATIONAL
RENTAL CAR PRECINCT
A number of car rental brands have joined
forces to return to the central city, making their
home the three-storey, 2,000m2 International
Rental Car Precinct.
Opened in spring 2017, the new complex has
individual reception areas for each rental
brand, on-site petrol and diesel tanks with fuel
pumping station, car washing and grooming
facilities, 130 on-site car parks, and provision
for ten electric vehicle charging stations.
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UNIVERSITY OF OTAGO, SCIENCE
PRECINCT LABORATORY REDEVELOPMENT
Redevelopment of the exterior of the Science 1 building,
involving recladding and new windows, roof and exterior
design, has resulted in a building that makes a strong statement of the building’s science learning purpose.
The 6500m2 of primarily science laboratories has been
remodelled and refurbished to the highest scientific
standards, housing a “super-lab” on the ground floor, with
further laboratories, and improved airflow and ventilation,
on additional floors.
A temporary laboratory was created to enable teaching to
continue whilst construction was carried out. The ground
floor link between the Science 1 lab and the adjoining Science
2 lab was reconfigured as a new link with the building.
48
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UNIVERSITY OF OTAGO, SCIENCE PRECINCT LABORATORY REDEVELOPMENT | DUNEDIN
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SPEIGHT’S BREWERY TOUR | DUNEDIN

SPEIGHT’S BREWERY TOUR
One of Dunedin’s premiere tourist attractions, this
project at Speight’s Brewery was delivered to an exceptionally tight programme over two-months, to ensure
the new tour was open for the busy tourist season.
Included in the works was demolition of internal
masonry and timber walls, removal of existing floor
finishes, and levelling of the floors. New partition
walls and floors were then constructed, along with
architectural fittings and finishes.
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FISHER & PAYKEL
HEALTHCARE, BUILDING 4
Leighs Construction worked with Fisher & Paykel Healthcare
through the ECI stage of this new building, and in early 2018
set up on site to deliver the project. The building will have
a total gross floor area of 35,700m2 and consist of a mix of
R&D pilot manufacturing and warehousing areas. Fisher &
Paykel Healthcare is a leading designer, manufacturer and
marketer of products and systems for use in respiratory
care, acute care, surgery and the treatment of obstructive
sleep apnea.
The new building will bring Fisher & Paykel Healthcare’s
Auckland campus to a total of four buildings. The 42 hectare
grounds currently host 2,307 employees, just over half of
the company’s total global people of 4,112. The new building
will accommodate expected growth until around 2023.
54
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FISHER & PAYKEL HEALTHCARE, BUILDING 4 | AUCKLAND

MT EDEN CORRECTIONS FACILITY, BUILDING C | AUCKLAND

MT EDEN CORRECTIONS
FACILITY, BUILDING C
This project for the Department of
Corrections in Auckland is being
delivered in an operational facility, and includes construction of a
multi-storey, pre-cast accommodation block, providing a combination
of high security beds, high security
disaster recovery beds, and “at risk”
cells. Also included are programme
rooms, multi-purpose spaces, AVL
facilities, staff facilities, a health
facility, and visitor rooms.
Due to this project being delivered
in a highly sensitive environment
within the walls of a fully operational corrections facility, this is
an extremely challenging project,
where security and record keeping
is paramount. A record is made
daily of all items entering and exiting
the site, with a comprehensive list of
prohibited items checked daily.

KO AWATEA 2, MIDDLEMORE HOSPITAL | AUCKLAND

KO AWATEA 2,
MIDDLEMORE HOSPITAL
In March 2017, Leighs Construction returned to
Middlemore Hospital to construct Ko Awatea 2,
an extension of the existing centre, to address an
increasing demand for a range of learning and
development options. The three-storey extension
includes flexible teaching and learning spaces,
patient centre, lecture theatre and wellness area.
The site is located between two fully operational
hospital facilities.
Maintaining constant communication with the
client is key to keeping the impact of construction
activities in the Ko Awatea 2 site to a minimum.
Any activities that require a services shutdown are
carried out after-hours. Any disruption of the
hospital’s utility services is always coordinated in
advance with the client’s facilities management
team, and contingencies are provided for fire
alarms, security and critical equipment operations.
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NUGENT RISE APARTMENTS | AUCKLAND

NUGENT RISE APARTMENTS
The last of five buildings that make up
the Nugent Rise complex, this project
comprises a six-level, 92-unit apartment
building, 511m2 of retail space, and associated car parks.
Nugent Rise has been designed with
sustainable ideas incorporated into the
building, such as LED lighting, rubbish
recycling and bike storage facilities.
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LES MILLS CARPARK | AUCKLAND

LES MILLS CARPARK
This carpark building and through site link for
Les Mills Property Limited is adjacent to their
Victoria Street gym.
Les Mills Property Limited is a repeat client
for Leighs Construction, with the Christchurch
team having constructed a four-storey, purpose-built gym facility in the city’s CBD, as
well as having carried out works to the facility
post-earthquakes, including a temporary gym.
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CHRISTCHURCH OUTPATIENTS, CHRISTCHURCH HOSPITAL

CHRISTCHURCH OUTPATIENTS
The Leighs Construction team is in the final stages
of completing a new outpatients building on the ‘St
Andrew’s’ triangle, adjacent to Christchurch Hospital.
The project is part of the Christchurch Hospital Redevelopment, with the Canterbury District Health Board
(CDHB) being the key stakeholder.
The 10,500m2, five-storey building will provide a
wide range of services, including Allied Health,
a shared clinical support area, with blood
collection, endocrinology and ophthalmology clinics,
general consultant clinics, oral health, and supporting staff amenities and workspaces.
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UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION (UCSA) | CHRISTCHURCH

UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY
STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION (UCSA)
In August 2017, we commenced delivery of the
new UCSA building and Wellness Precinct infrastructure at the University of Canterbury.
The 3,500m2, two-storey students’ association
building will provide the student body with facilities including a performance theatre, function
centre, social spaces, club spaces, bars, UCSA
office, and external entertainment areas, with
amphitheatre and outdoor kitchen.

AO TAWHITI UNLIMITED DISCOVERY SCHOOL | CHRISTCHURCH

AO TAWHITI UNLIMITED
DISCOVERY SCHOOL
Presently being constructed in the
centre of Christchurch’s CBD, Ao
Tawhiti Unlimited Discovery School
(Ao Tawhiti) was formed through the
merger of Unlimited Paenga Tawhiti
secondary school and Discovery
One primary school. The schools are
currently housed in temporary accommodation, and have been since
moving out of the city centre following the Canterbury Earthquakes.
Because of Ao Tawhiti’s unique CBD
location, students will have access
to other learning environments and
opportunities outside of the facility.
Leighs Construction built the original
Unlimited school, and is thrilled to be
constructing this new replacement.
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HORNBY HIGH / PRIMARY SCHOOL | CHRISTCHURCH

This project at Cashmere High School involves
constructing new buildings, strengthening existing
buildings, refurbishment, and site-wide infrastructure.
Regeneration of the existing high school is being
carried out over several stages, including demolition
of end-of-life buildings, relocation and reuse of designated classrooms, and construction of a new science
block and performing arts centre.
Challenges faced by the team involve evolving access
routes and interfaces with the school environment, and
programming works around the school calendar.

HORNBY HIGH /
PRIMARY SCHOOL
Work commenced in April 2017
on this project involving a staged
rebuild of Hornby High School in
Christchurch within its operational
environment, along with additional
works to Hornby Primary School.

SUPPLIED BY ATHFIELD ARCHITECTS LIMITED

The programme of works includes
demolition of existing buildings,
construction of a new gym and a
series of teaching blocks, refurbishment to the existing gym and
primary school blocks, along with
relocation of school blocks.
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CASHMERE HIGH SCHOOL REDEVELOPMENT | CHRISTCHURCH

CASHMERE HIGH SCHOOL
REDEVELOPMENT
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ARTS CENTRE CE WEST THEATRE RESTORATION | CHRISTCHURCH

ARTS CENTRE CE WEST
THEATRE RESTORATION
Work commenced in late 2016 to restore this
wing of the Arts Centre of Christchurch, with
the repaired buildings set to reopen in 2018.
The buildings will house a two-screen arthouse
cinema, shared office space, a new restaurant,
and subsidised apartments for writers, scientists and artists.
The project to restore the West Lecture building, which formerly housed the Free Theatre
and five apartments, involves strengthening
the building with a reinforced concrete skin wall
on the inside of the façade, and new concrete
floors to provide bracing.
The Arts Centre was badly damaged in the
February 2011 earthquakes. The restoration of
the historic complex is expected to cost about
$290 million and take many years.
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SOCKBURN FIRE STATION | CHRISTCHURCH

SOCKBURN FIRE STATION
The new fire station in Sockburn is part of a series
of rebuilds for the New Zealand Fire Service post
Canterbury earthquakes. The facility has four
appliance bays, operational decontamination wash
and storage areas, transitional showers and PPE
storage spaces, ten single bedrooms, ablutions,
gym, kitchen and lounge, meeting room, operations
room and quiet rooms.
The secure yard will provide car parking and appliance wash facilities, with appropriate interceptor
traps for the treatment of runoff.

NORTHLANDS SHOPPING
CENTRE REDEVELOPMENT
Work has commenced at Northlands Shopping Centre on Stage 1
Langdons Quarter the first of five
stages of a redevelopment project
being undertaken at this popular
Christchurch mall, which remains
open whilst the works are carried out.
The expansion will create space for
two large restaurants with courtyard areas, a new entranceway and
pedestrian access to the carpark,
a refurbishment of existing toilets,
and some smaller retail spaces.
The works also include structural
strengthening, back of house facilities, and infrastructure upgrade.
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NORTHLANDS SHOPPING CENTRE REDEVELOPMENT | CHRISTCHURCH

AIRWAYS AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL FACILITY | CHRISTCHURCH

AIRWAYS AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL FACILITY
Leighs Construction is excited to have secured this
ECI project for Augusta Funds Management (Augusta)
and Airways New Zealand (Airways).
Augusta with Airways is developing the new Airways
air traffic control facility - a purpose-built, twostorey, Importance Level 4 base isolated facility.
The building is the first to be designed to the new US
standard of post-event operational resilience, and is
expected to be the most seismically resilient building in New Zealand. The base isolators, which provide
up to one and a half metres movement, were tested
at the testing facility in San Francisco to complete
failure – equivalent to the largest seismic event
ever recorded in an inhabited area. This will ensure
continuity for the important role Airways has as New
Zealand’s air navigation service provider.

CHRISTCHURCH
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT LTD, GATE 15
This project involves reconfiguration
of Gate 15 at the southern end of the
domestic lounge area at Christchurch
International Airport. The gate is
being transformed into an extension
of the regional lounge, and will service stand 15 and jet stands 16 and 17.
The works are being undertaken
in two zones; a significant internal
alteration of the existing lounge,
including demolition and opening up
of existing back of house facilities,
relocating of the secure/non-secure
boundary, and installation of specialist security door system; and the
extension of the external walkway at
first floor and apron level, addition of
a lift and escalators, and extensions
to the existing drainage.
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LINAC 3 REFURBISHMENT, DUNEDIN PUBLIC HOSPITAL | DUNEDIN

UNIVERSITY OF OTAGO
FACULTY OF DENTISTRY
Following on from the highly successful
delivery of the Burwood Hospital
Redevelopment in Christchurch, Leighs
Cockram JV is delivering a $130 million
extreme makeover for New Zealand’s only
national centre of dentistry at the University of Otago.
The redevelopment will make the facility
the most technologically advanced in
Australasia – providing world-class facilities
for its world-leading academics and the best
environment possible for students and
patients. It is the largest capital development the University has ever undertaken.
The 8,000m2 Clinical Services Building
will house specialty and teaching clinics,
the Primary Care Unit, radiography, and
surgical suites. The building will also have
214 new high-specification dental chairs.
After completion of the Clinical Services
Building, the existing Walsh Building’s
remaining clinical areas will relocate to the
new facility. The Walsh Building, in front
of the new building, will be refurbished to
house research laboratories, academic
offices, student support, and teaching
laboratories. The two buildings will be
linked by an 1800m2 atrium.

LINAC 3 REFURBISHMENT,
DUNEDIN PUBLIC HOSPITAL
This project in the Oncology Building at Dunedin
Public Hospital commenced in February 2018,
with the team being tasked the job of refurbishing areas within the existing Linac 3 Bunker/Maze
and Control Room to facilitate the replacement
of the Linac machine.
The challenge of this project is carrying out
works deep within the operational hospital, particularly delivery of concrete required for the
works through a highly sensitive environment.
IMPRESSIONS SUPPLIED BY MCAULIFFE STEVENS ARCHITECTS
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UNIVERSITY OF OTAGO FACULTY OF DENTISTRY | DUNEDIN

IN OUR COMMUNITY
SCAPE PUBLIC ART
Conduct Cumulus 2017
We were thrilled to help SCAPE Public Art install
this work by Auckland and Seoul-based artist Seung
Yui Oh, taking pride of position at the Arts Centre of
Christchurch, where we are carrying out a major restoration project. The community of oversize bubbles
drifts across the lawn of the South Quadrangle.
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KEYSTONE TRUST
As a Key Partner Sponsor with Keystone
Trust, we’re thrilled to have presented our
third annual recipient with a scholarship to
enable him to pursue a career in construction.
Julius Felise, this year’s recipient, is studying Construction Management, majoring
in Quantity Surveying, and joined us as a
summer intern in November 2017.

JULIUS FELISE (LEFT) & DAVE HUNTER

AUCKLAND RESCUE
HELICOPTER TRUST
The Auckland Rescue Helicopters do an
awesome job across the region, 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. Leighs
Construction has come on board as a ‘Mission
Sponsor’, and is proud to be supporting such
a lifeline in the Auckland region.

HIGHLANDERS
Our team in Dunedin takes great pride
in Leighs Construction’s support of the
Highlanders, and enjoyed events with the
players, both on and off pitch during the year,
including a player visit to a local school.

HIGHLANDER DAN PRYOR (LEFT) & JAMES DENNIS
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GRAHAM BENNETT - ON BECOMING MISDIRECTED

LANG EA - POP! BANG! BOOM!

JAMIE PICKERNELL - GULL BOY

SCULPTURE IN
THE GARDENS
Installing artworks for Sculpture in
the Gardens at Auckland Botanic
Gardens required our team to work
through unique challenges with the
artists and engineers.
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CHRISTCHURCH
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

PROUD TO
BE PART OF
THE CSO’S
JOURNEY

A proud sponsor
of the CSO

leighsconstruction.co.nz

LEIGHS CONSTRUCTION
SUMMER CINEMA

SAM DUCKOR-JONES - FULL LENGTH MIRROR
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Behind every great project are fantastic teams and
individuals. We are proud of our successes and celebrate
our people’s achievements, along with taking pride in
recognitions from the wider industry.

LEIGHS CONSTRUCTION AWARDS
HEALTH & SAFETY

Elarde Bangit &
Sarah Maghzal
Elarde’s and Sarah’s commitment to
Health & Safety and helping others share
the company’s Work Safe, Home Safe
value earned them the 2017 Health &
Safety Awards.

CADET OF THE YEAR

Hamish Ward
His positive and willing attitude displayed
in everything he does earned Hamish our
Cadet of the Year award. Hamish joined
the cadet programme having completed
his carpentry apprenticeship with Leighs
Construction and has quickly progressed
into a site management role.

APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR

Tamsyn Settle
Tamsyn joined Leighs Construction’s
apprenticeship programme in August
2016. Our Apprentice of the Year,
Tamsyn’s eagerness to learn, positive
approach and continuous commitment
earned her this year’s Apprentice of the
Year award.
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NORTH ISLAND

SOUTH ISLAND

AWARDS AND ACCOLDADES

AUCKLAND END OF YEAR CELEBRATION 2017
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BURWOOD HOSPITAL REDEVELOPMENT

INDUSTRY AWARDS
NEW ZEALAND COMMERCIAL
PROJECTS AWARDS
2015
2017

DEAN VELENSKI (LEFT) & DANNY TESSIER,
BURWOOD HOSPITAL PROJECT TEAM

2015
2017

2015
2017

2017
2015

Burwood Hospital Redevelopment
Category: HEALTH
Award: GOLD & NATIONAL
KM Surgical / Avenue Health
Category: HEALTH
Award: GOLD
Blackwells Holden & Mazda
Category: RETAIL
Award GOLD
Mt Pleasant Memorial
Community Centre
Category: CIVIC
Award SILVER

KM SURGICAL / AVENUE HEALTH

Middlemore Hospital Harley Gray
Building, PC2 Laboratory
Category: CIVIC
Award SILVER

BLACKWELLS HOLDEN & MAZDA

ANDREW WALLACE (CENTRE)

NZIOB AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE
MT PLEASANT MEMORIAL COMMUNITY CENTRE

Andrew Wallace

$2-$5 million award finalist
Andrew’s exceptional project management of the
Mt Pleasant Memorial Community Centre led him to
become a finalist at the NZIOB Awards for Excellence.
The unique nature of the LVL billet project was the
first of its kind in New Zealand, requiring creation of a
prototype before construction could commence.
MIDDLEMORE HOSPITAL HARLEY
GRAY BUILDING PC2 LABORATORY
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